Farewell to
the Typewriter
After 130 years this reliable companion
in the office and study will no longer be
manufactured in the United Kingdom

A

small newspaper article caught my eye recently
entitled, “Last typewriter in Britain”. As someone
who has a half-share in two typewriters gathering dust
under a bed and attempted to forge his first writing career many
years ago with a Triumph-Adler, this was a development that
interested me.
Completion of the final typewriter ever to be made in the
United Kingdom brought to an end a 130-year history of
manufacture in this country, with Brother having made close
on six million typewriters since its Wrexham factory opened in
1885. Rather poignantly their final typewriter will be donated to
the Science Museum in London.
Whilst the typewriter will always have a place in our
affection, it has been on the slide from the moment the desktop
computer started finding its way into the nation’s homes. In
the modern day of the laptop and its ilk, demand for the old
technology has fallen away to such an extent that it is no longer
financially viable to continue production. The Wrexham factory
will continue to provide work, as it will host a recycling centre
for printer cartridges, as well as manufacturing other office
technology.
When my wife and I first moved to Bournemouth 30 years
ago, one of the museums that we visited was the Bournemouth

Typewriter Museum, which was close to the town’s seafront.
Sadly the museum disappeared many years ago, which is a
particular regret now, following this announcement. It remains
a mystery to me why such a museum should have grown up in
Bournemouth of all places. Maybe the town had a lot of retired
secretaries who had bits of hardware they needed to get rid of.
Typewriters were actually invented in the 1860s, fast
becoming the mainstay for virtually all forms of writing,
other than personal correspondence. By the end of the 1980s,
however, the advent of the word processor and PC had all but
replaced the humble typewriter.
Although it appears that people were trying to develop
something resembling a “typewriter” from the early 18th
century, it was the invention of the “Hansen Writing Ball” by a
Danish Reverend in 1865 which was the first commercially sold
typewriter. The first genuine commercial success came from
the USA, however, when Remington launched the “Sholes and
Glidden Type-Writer” in 1873, the first actual use of the word
“typewriter”. This was the first
machine enabling someone to
type considerably faster than a
person could write.
This was also the first
application of a “QWERTY”
keyboard, which became the
standard keyboard layout.
One interesting feature of the
QWERTY keyboard is that all
the characters you need for the
word “typewriter” are actually
present on the top row of the
keyboard. This is apparently the
longest commonly used English
word that can be typed using
only the keys on the top row.
That’s extraordinary if it wasn’t
intended.
Typists working for Lloyds of London
during the war when they were
evacuated to Pinewood Film Studios in
Buckinghamshire.
LLOYDS
Above: Imperial’s “Good Companion”
typewriter.
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Typewriters did not become
common in offices until after the mid1880s, with Remington claiming that
40,000 of its typewriters were in use by
1888. The advantages of typewriters
were becoming clear with the
introduction of “touch typing” making
typing even faster and improved carbon
paper making multiple copies possible.
“Front strike” typewriters also made it
possible for the first time for typists to
actually see what they had typed, a vast
improvement on the earlier “upstrike”
typewriter, which was effectively a
“blind writer”.
Further developments would follow,
for example the “noiseless” typewriter
was being marketed in the early 20th
century, although it was never that
An advertisement for an electric typewriter, a
popular, perhaps because its claims to
report from an American exhibition in the Thirties
being silent were not really true. The
and (below) the Imperial factory in Leicester. It
first electric typewriters were also being closed in 1975.
produced in the early 20th century,
although it would take some time for these to become as
in the 1970s,
popular as the “manual”. Smith-Corona launched the first
hybrids began to
portable electric machine in 1957, which largely saw off the
appear, including
manual, mechanical typewriter.
a typewriter/
Because business letters were supposed to be free of mistakes
printer combo,
and visible corrections, correction technology developed
or “teleprinter”. One of my childhood memories is of the
alongside that of the typewriter. This reached its apogee with
teleprinter chattering out the football results at about 4:45 on a
correction ribbons and
Saturday afternoon on Grandstand. Sometimes
character memory.
the teleprinter hesitated half way though a
The typewriter became
score, leaving a young child on the edge of his
capable of retreating
seat, wondering what was coming.
one or more characters
The final major development of the genre
and over-striking
was the electronic typewriter, which replaced
erroneous characters,
the traditional “typeball”, first developed in
leaving little evidence of the original error.
1865, with a plastic or metal “daisy wheel” (a disk with the
Mention of “correction” prompts me to mention monkeys.
letters moulded on the outside edge of the “petals”). With the
It has always been claimed that an infinite number of
introduction of small display screens and floppy disk readers
monkeys, equipped with an infinite number of typewriters,
we were on the way to the desktop computer. The typewriter
would eventually produce the complete works of William
was literally typing out its own obituary. By the 1990s, all
Shakespeare. The same claim has never been made for laptop
the famous typewriter names had been overwhelmed by the
computers, presumably because the monkeys would spend so
unstoppable computer industry and had either been bought out,
much time correcting what they’d already done that they would
or faced liquidation.
be far less productive.
Although typewriters will no longer be manufactured in the
Towards the end of the typewriter’s period of dominance
UK, there are other countries in the world, for example, Brazil,
where they are still made and even mechanical typewriters are
still in common use, for example, in Africa and Latin America,
as they can be used without electricity. The dog hasn’t quite had
its day then.
Whilst the day of the typewriter may almost be at an end,
it has still left its legacy in the computer age. Much computer
jargon originated back with the typewriter: backspace, carriage
return, cursor, cut and paste, shift and tab all go back to the
days of the typing pool.
It should not be overlooked either that the introduction of
the typewriter and the creation of the new role of “typist” or
“typewriter”, as it was first known, was an engineer of social
change. This was one of the few respectable jobs open to
unmarried women and mobilised a new workforce moving from
the home into the office.
Typewriters had to work properly, of course. One way of
checking them quickly was to type a “pangram”, a sentence that
utilises each letter of the alphabet, such as “The quick brown F

‘The typewriter has
left its legacy in
the computer age’
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‘FAREWELL TO THE TYPEWRITER’ (continued)

fox jumps over the lazy dog”. My wife and I were
trying to make up a few more, without success.
We should feel just a little sad that after 130
years there will be no more typewriters produced
in the United Kingdom. Most of us have some
association. My wife was a brilliant secretary in
her time and could get her machines to do things
at a speed that others could only aspire to. She
still has in her possession a beautiful old Imperial
typewriter (“The Good Companion”), that was used by her
mother before the war. It has a “By Royal Appointment” crest
on it and was made in Leicester. Those were the days.
“The Good Companion” was named with the permission
of J. B. Priestley, who had just had a big success with a book
of the same name. The first model off the production line
was presented to Priestley himself in 1932. The “By Royal
Appointment” insignia came about when a model was sold to
Buckingham Palace, making Imperial Britain’s most prestigious
typewriter manufacturer, rivalling Remington in the USA. “The
Good Companion” was so successful that it evolved through
seven designs and was still being manufactured in 1963. My wife
is fortunate enough to own a first-generation machine.
I typed up my very first manuscripts on an electronic
typewriter and, like the monkeys, spent a long time correcting
my mistakes. This is a neat looking device too, although lacking
the charm of the Imperial. My typewriter was a Triumph-Adler
“Gabriele 110”, but demonstrating how “the times they are
a changing” was made in the Czech Republic. It was a nice
enough machine, but if I decided that I needed to re-order
my paragraphs, it was a case of starting all over again. It’s no
wonder I hardly ever produced anything worthwhile.

The author at his desk and (inset) his cherished “Gabriele 110”.

Today, I can be found hunched over my multi-media
computer in the study, churning out manuscripts at a rate that I
could only have dreamed of back in my typewriter days. I won’t
forget my Triumph-Adler though. Gathering dust it may be, but
this was the machine I learnt to type on.
Some people will no doubt deride the humble typewriter
and say, “So what?” in this age of technology over-advance,
when we’re in danger of owning every gadget but are unable
to communicate. The typewriter at least had a soul and, lest we
forget, we would never have got to where we are now without it.
STEPHEN ROBERTS

This England Photography Competition
The glorious photographs that appear in This England are highlighted by readers as one of their favourite
elements of the magazine. Now, we’re offering you the chance to have one of your photographs featured on
these pages. We’re delighted to announce the launch of the This England Photography Competition.
The theme of the competition is “England’s Glories” and your pictures should reflect what you consider to be the quintessential
essence of England. You might choose to focus on the countryside, the coastline, the heritage, our traditions, the English way of
life, or perhaps your favourite corner of England.
First prize is £150 and two runners-up will each receive £50. The three winning images will also be
published in the Winter 2014 issue. Details of how to enter the competition and the rules are given
below. So, what are you waiting for? Polish your lenses and seek out “England’s Glories”. Good luck!
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1. T
 he competition is open to both professional and amateur photographers.
2. T
 he competition will be judged by the Editor and Picture Editor of This England.
The judges’ decision is final. Members of staff of This England, Evergreen and their
families are not eligible to enter.
3. T
 here is a limit of 3 photographs per person.
4. P
 hotographs must be taken in England.
5. P
 ictures should be submitted as A4 prints. They must be accompanied with the
photographer’s details, information about where the picture was taken and the
inspiration behind it.
6. P
 hotographers should retain the original digital versions of their entries.
7. T
 he closing date for the competition is 31st August 2014.
8. P
 hotographs cannot be returned.
9. P
 lease send your entries to: This England Photography Competition,
The Lypiatts, Lansdown Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL50 2JA.
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